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Trait Skills: The Secret Ingredient to a Productive Workforce
New York, NY | January 5, 2015: Dharma Life Sciences, L.L.C., a
thought leader in Personal Development, announced today that it
has launched its first Trait Skills Management Program for
developing Trait Skills in Employees, an individual skillset required
to successfully increase employee productivity and achieve
organizational efficiency.
Organizations and employees have aspirations and goals that they
want to accomplish. To realize these goals both the organization
and the employees prize two types of skills: technical skills and soft
skills. The right combination of technical skills and soft skills,
determined by the job role, comprise the ideal, productive
employee.

Dharma Life Programs
identify and develop
trait skills that are
required to increase
the efficiency of
employees…

“Although an organization’s employees have the technical skills and
soft skills to perform their jobs, they are not sufficient without the
third skill-set,” said J. Sasidhar, CEO and Founder of Dharma Life Sciences. “Through scientific and field
research experience we have discovered and proved that Trait Skills are the secret ingredient to an
efficient, productive workforce.”
Every individual develops unbalanced traits by the genes they inherit, their past environment and how
their minds work. These traits need to be balanced for an individual, as they tend to drain their energy
and defocus them from their goals. Organizations are ultimately affected, as collectively the traits in
employees hamper organizational productivity and eventually its goals.
Dharma Life programs identify and develop trait skills that are required to increase the efficiency of
employees and make them into a coherent, productive group for the organization. The program, based
around scientifically-proven actions, seamlessly integrates with other development plans currently
established in an organization. With a success rate of 70% per individual, Dharma Life programs have
proven effective, helping over 1,000 individuals from various organizations.
About Dharma Life Sciences, L.L.C.
Dharma Life Sciences LLC is a thought leader in personal development programs for individuals and
corporations. Dharma programs, look to move boundaries placed on individuals by their genes,
environment, mind, and luck to help them achieve their goals. Based on scientific research, the
company’s programs deliver the first of its kind Trait Skills Management Program to help employees and
eventually their organizations increase productivity and efficiency to achieve their goals.
To learn more information, visit www.dharmalife.info or follow Dharma Life Sciences on LinkedIn.
Media: For more information, contact Miranda Maniscalco of Dharma Life Sciences at (646) 771-2145
and miranda@dharma.com.
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